"Creating a Multidisciplinary Setting for Object Study and Conservation: The Art + Science Learning Lab at the Cantor Arts Center"

The Art + Science Learning Lab is a program established at the Cantor Arts Center, made possible through a generous gift from Frances and Professor Emeritus Theodore Geballe, which enables students to study art objects from an interdisciplinary perspective, thereby fostering ongoing collaborations between the scientific and art communities on campus. The Lab also provides opportunities for students to share their research in small exhibitions, published papers and public presentations. Susan Roberts-Manganelli, Director of the Art + Science Learning Lab, and Samantha Li, Objects Conservator, will discuss the development and growth of this multidisciplinary space.

Susan Roberts-Manganelli is the Director of the Art + Science Learning Lab at the Cantor Arts Center and was previously the Cantor’s Manager of Collections, Exhibitions and Conservation. She oversees the conservation and care of the museum’s collection as well as the care and maintenance of the outdoor art program.

Samantha Fisher Li is an Objects Curator at the Cantor Arts Center whose work focuses on outdoor sculptures. Her works brings together techniques and approaches from scientific and humanist fields.
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